
Labor/
Dependence 
on cheap labor

Disruption of commodities  
exchanges

Change in the pattern of 
food marketing system

Demand

Technical frontier

Not enough workers to harvest /plant/process fresh food

Poor labor conditions; packed assemble line, crowded living, low income.

Agility of employment 

Ban export of certain foods

Rise of borders security

Restriction of certain imports like livestock

Excessive stocks piling on the national level

Shortages of fertilizer/pesticide/seed

Closure of bulk buyers; restaurants, schools etc.

Spike in retail & Online demand

Rigidity & inability to adopt to new conditions 

Change in consumer behavior

High demand for nutritious foods

Staple food

Local food

Satellite monitoring 

Labor automation (planting/harvesting/processing)

Health monitoring 

Waste & shortages 

Further spread of decease 

Workers deficiency vs loss of jobs

Countries food strategies/ Protectionism & Nationalism

Slow trade 

Shortages of certain commodities causing impact on whole chain 

Stock market prices spike

Planting & Harvests endangered

Front line agricultural waste 

Deficit  - food unable to reach consumer 

Short & longterm price rise

Panic buying of products with long shelf life

Buying more in the supermarkets as we eat more at home

High demand for certain commodities & ingredients

Supporting local producers /prices drop on certain local produce 
unable to export

Cheaper basic food as economical insecurity  rises

Demand for healthier food 

In search for more controlled/efficient environment 

Lost of harvests
Lost of new planting seasons

Abundance  of single food commodities - potato,vegetables,meat,milk
Food scarcity in food import dependent/Net importer countries like Africa
Ban on imports/prioritizing local producers

Spread of virus through  fresh food processing assemble line 
& poor living conditions

Changes in labor market unemployment/reeducation 

China’s, Africa’s harvest under decline 

Rise of unemployment  and rise  of food prices

Poorest at risk

Crash of trade-dependent economy - A trading nation

Handful of countries, like China - major food producers using food as source of dictatorship and power

Higher mortality caused by poor diets 

Rise of famine in developing  countries

Economical crisis

Higher death rates between poor ???

Less work in food industries for masses

Government & employers control over employers health data 

Big brother/ Nineteen Eighty-Four

Food shortages driven riots

Lack of Ingredients of more complex food  
Plant nutritions  like fertilizers,seeds shortages
Animal feed shortages?
Food stuck in transaction,rotting on its way , unable to reach consumer 

High demand & low availability crises the price
Price of oil effects prices of soy and corn 

Food for wholesale consumers is wasted (milk, meat, luxury food, fish)
Lack of processing and distribution sufficiency 

Commodities with long & complex supply chain

Lack of ingredients or shortage of commodities like flour
Meat industry has to put down huge amount of livestock
Dependence on international cheap trade

Spike in demand for certain ingredients like; flour for pasta
Causing export restrictions & shortages (Durum flour from Canada)

Causing disruption and bankruptcies on international level

Distance monitoring condition of growth & harvest
Effisiant monitoring of distribution and levels of supply chain
Change in whole system 
Less manual labor jobs
Operational processes will shift to low wage countries
The global expansion of AI surveillance control

Trigger: Consequences: Impact:

Crop failure - Food Scarcity

Food scarcity  

Death rise along working classes

Nationalism

Politics of provisions/Food power & International conflicts

Food Inflation 

Mortality

Famine

Placing some actors out of business 

Imbalance population & food distribution 

Rise of poverty

Unemployment 

Surveillance

Dictatorship

Riots

Extensive structure:


